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SSDC – Space Science Data Center (http://www.ssdc.asi.it/)

The Space Science Data Center (SSDC) is a facility of the Italian Space Agency (ASI)
- It acts as a multi-mission science operation, data processing and data archiving center
- It supports several space missions ( Astrophysics and Cosmology, Solar System
Exploration and Cosmic Rays missions), providing data covering the entire electromagnetic
spectrum and other channels.

SSDC – Space Science Data Center (http://www.ssdc.asi.it/)

Multi-mission archive( Astrophysics and Cosmology, Solar System Exploration and
Cosmic Rays missions)
- It is a user-friendly interface that allows users to access this all- encompassing and
diverse databases:
- The Cosmic Ray DataBase is integrated in such a multi-mission framework.

CRDB Cosmic Ray Data Base - https://tools.asdc.asi.it/CosmicRays/

[See also S6.04 poster
contribution - F. Donnini]

The Cosmic Ray Database (CRDB) aims to provide tools for an easy and efficient
access to published data from missions dedicated to charged Cosmic Ray measurements.
- originally developed to support the retrieval of PAMELA and AMS-02 published data;
it is now expanding to include more data sets from other experiments and evolving to provide new
tools for data retrieval, visualization and download;
- The main query structure is based on typical data presentation in scientific papers:
the physical observable of interest (such as flux, etc...) as a function of a measured quantity (like
rigidity, kinetic energy, etc...);
- Data and their connections are organized and stored in a relational database, exploiting the
MySQL server hosted at the Space Science Data Center;
Input data are provided as xml files, containing the measurement information as reported in the
original publication tables;
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CRDB Cosmic Ray Data Base – present dataset (in expansion)
The Cosmic Ray DataBase currently contains ~100 data-sets from 15 different missions, in space (ISS, satellite,
balloon and space shuttle flights) and ground-based, since the 70’s to now.
Energy range: ~MeV to ~250 TeV
Particles: Electrons, Protons, H isotopes, He isotopes, Antiprotons, Positrons, Nuclei and flux ratios

…. and more ...

Version 3.0
Online since 2018

Login to have access to
private data-sets

Select particle and plot

Special data-sets can be
searched separately (feature
under development)

Refine your search using
additional variables (availability
depends on the selected datasets)

Cliick here to start the query and
visualize the data set as a table

DB characteristics:
Flexibility (multi-parameter search allowed)
Scalability (new variables and plots easily handled - input xml files)
Simple web interface for the user

[See also S6.04 poster
contribution - F. Donnini]

Search the table by
keyword (e.g.
publication journal)

SSDC Cosmic Ray Data Base – query output table
Sort the table output
according to additional
parameters

Select a subset of
data

Link to reference paper
Change selection
and Plot
[See also S6.04 poster
contribution - F. Donnini]

SSDC Cosmic Ray Data Base – output plot examples

Plot
Change some
graphical
options

!

!

Solar particle event
Galactic proton
solar modulation

Galactic electrons
solar modulation

Different export options
available for the data to
download (xml, root, text,
png)
Clearly indicated in the output
files whether data are original
or somehow manipulated
beore the download

One more example:
PAMELA flux measurement
during quiet time and solar
flare, for protons and electrons

SSDC Cosmic Ray Data Base – ongoing and future developments
- Expand our current dataset to better join other existing cosmic ray databases
- Interactive plot using JSROOT (https://root.cern.ch/js/) → change plot options panel, graphical options not any
more needed
- Additional plot options such as:
Conversion of measurement units (R <-> Ekin)
Normalization (e.g. to better compare flux evolution in time )
Add modeling results
- Interfacing other existig databases for correlated measures (e.g. neutron monitor network NMDB or WSO –
Wilcox solar observatory) – useful for low energy studies
- Additional variables to plot (e.g. measurement uncertainties)
- Bug fixes

NMDB

Data + model + more data!
Easily retrievable and in a single
output format

Sampling the Low Earth Orbit radiation environment – ideas for a new future tool at SSDC
- Several instruments designed for cosmic ray measurements are actually sampling the low Earth radiation
environment.
- They can provide information about the charged particle distribution along a given orbit.(low-level data)
being of interest for the scientific community, e.g. during mission design phases, data analysis and/or for their
connection with space weather
- Such data are not currently publicly available
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New tool – currently under
development
Aim: providing basical
information about the radiation
environment encountered by
several cosmic ray missions
User selection:
- orbital parameters (altitude,
latitude, longitude)
- Magnetic parameters (B, L
shell)
- Missions
- temporal periods
Output:
Raw count rate counts along
given orbit
No particle ID

Cosmic Ray data at SSDC – Conclusions and Perspectives
– ASI SSDC provides a framework for preserving and accessing
scientific data from space missions, in a multi-messenger environment;
– Charged cosmic ray data constitute an important and growing
part of it;
– The Cosmic Ray DataBase aims to provide easy access to published data
and it is developing to connect them to different data-sets and modelling results;

Data are welcome!

– New tools exploiting the availability of an organized set of lower level data could provide additional
and useful information to the scientific community.

